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Partnering with our suppliers

Definition of partnering ... a person associated with another or others as a principal or a contributor of capital in a business or a joint venture, usually sharing its risks and profits.

At General Dynamics, it is the process of working collaboratively with a group of people in order to achieve a goal and our desired way of doing business.

Teamwork is often a crucial part of a business, as it is often necessary for colleagues to work well together and try their best in any circumstance. Teamwork means that people will try to cooperate, using their individual skills and providing constructive feedback, despite any personal conflict between individuals.

Investing in each other is critical to the success of any partnership. General Dynamics Mission Systems routinely invests with our partners to develop differentiating solutions for our customers. Conversely, our partners do the same. We understand how important investing in us is to you, that there are risks involved, and we also understand your need to feel confident from an IP and legal standpoint. This is the foundation of the Innovation Sourcing Network and why it is critical for all our partners to understand this and specifically how to communicate and engage with us. Together, we can do great things and bring significant value to our business.

As a supplier to General Dynamics Mission Systems, you play an important role in our success and the success of our warfighters. It is critical that products you deliver or services you perform are at the highest quality and compliance and are delivered on time. Please ensure your company reviews and understands the requirements for each purchase order received from General Dynamics Mission Systems, acknowledges receipt of the PO via written confirmation and inputs the order in your system of record.

A note from Enterprise Procurement
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Women-Owned Small Businesses

This month, we continue our series on the importance of small businesses by focusing on Women-Owned Small Businesses.

The Small Business Administration (SBA) defines Women-Owned Small Businesses, or WOSBs, as small businesses of which at least 51 percent of the business is directly owned by one or more women who are United States citizens. Additionally, to be qualified as a WOSB, women must run the day-to-day operations and make long-term decisions for the company (SBA).

The WOSB certification was originally designed to allow women-owned small businesses easier access to resources that would incentivize their companies’ growth. In 1994, as part of the Federal Acquisition Streamlining Act, the federal government set a goal to award five percent of all of its contracts to WOSBs for industries where women-owned small businesses are underrepresented (Forbes). The federal government then went one step further and created set-asides, limiting the competition for certain contracts to WOSBs (SBA). The five percent goal was finally achieved in 2015. In 2017, the government awarded $25.4 billion in federal contracts to WOSB (Open Secrets). According to Carla Harris, chair of the National Women’s Business Council, “the federal marketplace offers tremendous opportunity for women. ‘Now that we know the five percent is possible, we have a challenge to maintain and, dare we say, increase the goal’” (Forbes).

Companies are able to self-certify as a WOSB on the SBA website or use an SBA-approved third-party certification organization. Companies participating in this program must update their certification information annually in SAM.gov and certify.SBA.gov (Nav).

Click here for more information on small business standards.

Contact the Small Business Department SBLOs at:
SmallBusiness@gd-ms.com
This requirement states that DoD contractors who process, store or transmit Covered Defense Information (CDI) on the contractor’s information system, must meet the security requirements. The only exception is for those contracts solely for the acquisition of commercially available off-the-shelf (COTS) items. This clause is a required flow-down for our suppliers.

Additional information for suppliers is available at: https://gdmissionsystems.com/about-us/suppliers/terms-and-conditions/cybersecurity-for-suppliers
Here’s a look at the events coming up the first half of 2019

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>EVENT</th>
<th>LOCATION</th>
<th>SCM ATTENDEES</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Dynamic Connections</td>
<td>Denver, CO</td>
<td>Scotty Miller, Bob Burns, Flor Aguilar Kim, Mark Peckham, Matt Maisano, Paula Shwab, Sheila Lucas</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Space Symposium</td>
<td>Colorado Springs, CO</td>
<td>Ron Wells</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SON SBIR/STTR Partnering Summit</td>
<td>Lowell, MA</td>
<td>Katie Ducharme</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sea, Air and Space Navy League</td>
<td>National Harbor, MD</td>
<td>Katie Ducharme, Kevin Doyle, Martin Radzio, Chen Huang</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AFCEA Cyber Operations Symposium</td>
<td>Baltimore, MD</td>
<td>Andrew Bagni, Darin Peckham</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SOFIC Conference and Exhibition (NDIA)</td>
<td>Tampa, FL</td>
<td>Mike Cook</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
What Do You Get from Updating Your Supplier Profile?

As a member of a supply base that is made up of thousands of different companies, standing out can seem nearly impossible. Continuing to update your supplier profile quickly and easily increases your business visibility in front of our engineers, program managers and supply chain professionals.

As we search for suppliers who can meet a certain technology gap, we first sift through our current supply base to look for any current suppliers who could have a solution before opening the request to the public. When supplier information is kept up to date, your business has a stronger chance of selection during this step.

For example – we currently have two open TechScouts on our public-facing website, one for an Open Source Decision Engine and one for a Measuring Tool. In both of these cases, we have not received responses from members of our current supply base, so we have moved to competitive research and are reaching out to companies outside of our typical supply base who may be able to fill the technical gap. When our suppliers are consistent in updating their information and keeping us informed of their technical expertise, we can reach out to you first, before we reach out to anyone else, which can lead to more opportunities for your business to partner with us. Updating your supplier data keeps your business at the forefront of our mind as we come across these technical gaps.

Later this year, we will be transitioning to a highly searchable system, Supplier 360, making it more important than ever that your information is up to date. This system will allow us to share your technical capabilities and solutions across our enterprise in a whole new way, increasing your business’s visibility throughout General Dynamics Mission Systems.

We appreciate you taking the opportunity to update your information by providing:

- A short write-up or executive overview of your organization. Maximum 500 words.
- Capabilities – One to two word phrases that define your key capabilities. Give us the top 12 terms.
- Non-Traditional Defense Contractor Status. Have you had a CAS-certified contract or subcontract in the last 18 months?
- OTA Consortia – List all OTA consortia that you are members of.
- Points of Contact – Please provide name, title, email and phone. There is no limit for POCs. We encourage one from each of the roles below:
  - **Technical POCs**
  - **Business Development POCs**
  - **Leadership team POCs**
  - **ChiefTechnical Officer POC**
- Product or capability data sheet – Please provide a PDF only. Maximum file size is 1 MB.

Please send any updates to techscout@gd-ms.com or reach out directly to alyssa.marzilli@gd-ms.com.

Please use Subject line “2019 Supplier Info Update.”
TÉCH
SCOUTS

Co-creating the art of the possible

Our process to communicate our needs and technical opportunities with your organization. TechScout is critical to our supply chain process to source potential outside solutions. We need your innovative approaches to build partnerships to solve our customers’ greatest challenges.

Sign up to receive our alerts so that you can respond and share your innovative solutions with us.

Immediate Opportunities for Supplier Technical Solutions

Operational Measuring Tool
COT’s measuring equipment to determine the distance/thickness of a wall/floor/ceiling with only having access to one side of the material.

IT HW and SW Open Source Decision Engines

Open Supplier Innovation Ecosystem
https://gdmmissionsystems.com/techscouts
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INNOVATION SOURCING NETWORK
Defining Our Commodities – Marion, Virginia, Commodity Manager

What categories of equipment, products or services make up your commodity?
Buyers located in Marion, Virginia, procure everything for the Marion site specifically. Procured parts can be categorized in a range of commodities, from composites to mechanical parts.

How can a current supplier share updates with your team around product advances, new products or technologies?
What kind of information do you want from a supplier and in what format?
Current suppliers should share their technology roadmaps, product updates and capability data with the Innovation Sourcing Network™ (ISN) team who is organizing this information in our General Dynamics Mission Systems technology sourcing database. The ISN shares this information with our commodity, engineers, buyers and across commodity managers. We want and need to know about changes and updates, such as lead times, allocations, new equipment, new materials, new technologies and supplier personnel changes.

How often should our technical sales engineers engage with your commodity team? What’s the right cadence?
Quarterly update meetings are ideal unless there is a significant change that we should know about immediately. Some of our suppliers conduct monthly technical sales briefings. These briefings provide great information to share with the ISN. You should also consider recording a Virtual Tech Ten Talk with our ISN team. The ISN team provides all the technology tools for you to conduct your talk from your desk. You don’t need to leave your office. Contact the Innovation Sourcing Network team via techscout@gd-ms.com to set up your recording appointment. Our technical team likes these bite-size conversations to learn what your new services or technologies.

Do you have an interest in our market outlooks, insights and lead times? How do these help your team?
Who should a supplier send these to?
Yes, General Dynamics Mission Systems is very interested in your insight on market trends, outlooks and lead times, and we appreciate your collaborative efforts to share this information. We need this information to ensure we can meet our commitments to our customers. The ISN is disseminating this information across our engineering, product development, capture and business development teams.

Should I work to build a relationship with other commodity teams?
If the products and services your company provides support other commodity’s endeavors (see pages 10 and 11 in this issue), we highly encourage you reach out to the other teams.

How does a new supplier get an opportunity to build a relationship with you and your team and quote opportunities?
The ISN is our first entry point for new suppliers. The ISN is our open supplier innovation ecosystem. Share your capabilities with the ISN, respond to a TechScout and record a Virtual Tech Ten Talk. These three ingredients help our team understand what your competencies are, and we begin to develop a relationship with your team that potentially will lead to teaming opportunities or quoting opportunities.

Contact Lynn at:
lynn.dixon@gd-ms.com
Virtual Tech Ten Talks

VTTTs are the conversation multiplier of your capabilities across General Dynamics Mission Systems.

Your talking brochure.

Schedule your recording time now – techscout@gd-ms.com
Damian Giardina
Cost Analyst

Damian works out of Pittsfield, Massachusetts. He has been with the company since May 2012.

What led you to a career in Supply Chain Management?
My experience in materials management. The whole procurement process. Purchasing and accounting. My education as an accounting major and experience as a purchasing manager allows me to understand, account for, and analyze materials/services and material/service transactions.

What has been your most rewarding experience at General Dynamics Mission Systems?
Shepherding the material estimating for the OMNIBUS program proposal several years ago. OMNIBUS is historically one of the largest proposal efforts in Pittsfield and it had just come off a previous submittal with adverse audit findings on the material estimating. I was able to assist the team in facilitating the material estimating process in an efficient and accurate manner assisting in a successful submittal.

In your opinion, why are relationships with suppliers so important to the Supply Chain Management mission?
Everything needs to be perceived as user benefit. If the supplier believes through positive relationships with General Dynamics Mission Systems, that providing quality product and service benefits them, that will in turn lead to subsidiary benefits to us as well.

What would people never guess that you do in your role?
A significant level of my responsibility is approving purchase order package submittals over $750K. That consists of reviewing the Summary of Award to ensure price reasonableness and commerciality, as well supporting administrative documentation.

How do you contribute to achieving an integrated supply chain?
By facilitating the movement of procurements or proposal submittals through my efforts. With my background in pricing, material estimating and cost analysis, I am able to bridge many areas of procedural flow.

What motivates you?
Fear of failure. I am very competitive and have always treated work like a game by giving myself daily and extended benchmarks to beat in order to achieve success.

How do you balance your career and personal life?
Like an elephant, standing on a ball, juggling bowling pins. As a single father of four: prioritize and accept what can’t be gotten to.

A perfect day would be?
75 degrees, sunny, breezy with front-row seats at Fenway with my children.
Could you share a little about your background & what led you to where you are today?
I have been passionate about engineering my entire life, starting with taking apart anything I could get my hands on as a child to see how it worked and most of the time putting them back together successfully. I remember as a young child taking apart five different vacuum cleaners to try and understand the differences between the various versions. My mother, who needed these for a business she owned, was a little surprised when she walked into the middle of my exploration.

While I’ve always been interested in the field, I started my engineering career later in life, returning to school to get my engineering degree when my youngest child went to kindergarten. I started working in the field while in school at a start-up company and graduated with a Bachelor of Science degree in computer science and software engineering from the University of Massachusetts, Dartmouth.

What technology trends are anticipated to apply most directly to our Ground Systems customers, and what are we doing to develop skills in these areas?
This is an exciting time for our engineering staff within Ground Systems. Our Army customers are looking at new and innovative ways to modernize. We have been working closely with the engineering Fellows to help define the technologies that we believe will be needed to help shape the Army and our training plans.

There are several core technologies being used within industry, and we believe they have current and future uses within our business. These include:
- Machine learning and artificial intelligence
- Cloud-native architectures and solutions
- Augmented and virtual reality

I am looking forward to seeing the innovative ways we use these capabilities to help provide the right product for the warfighter.

“As we continue to embrace new design methodologies, reliance on teamwork is paramount. Great engineers understand they are part of a team (us, our suppliers and customers) and work collaboratively to make programs and projects successful.”

How can our partners and emerging technologists share their future roadmaps on machine learning and artificial intelligence and make it impactful for the Ground Systems team?
The Army is actively working to modernize the integrated tactical network (ITN), enabling secure resilient command and control across the battlespace that is affordable. This modernization effort will enhance network availability and ease of use all the way down to the dismounted soldier. There are unique challenges facing the DOD, lack of infrastructure and dependable bandwidth, mobility, cyber-attacks and electronic warfare to name a few. We are actively working to provide products and services to meet the Army’s needs and machine learning and artificial intelligence will be a part of our solutions.

Understanding our partners’ roadmaps are critical to our success; our partners must have an understanding of the environment we will be developing our products and services to work in. Having TRL defined, details on how they our partners envision using the technologies, gaps and risks,
and examples of how they are testing and using them within their companies would be beneficial. In addition, being able to talk with the team that is developing the products and services help us to determine how they can be best used to solve the DoDs needs.

Autonomy, AI and machine learning will be key drivers of the ITN. Our partners’ visions and roadmaps will help ensure we stay in front of these new technologies.

**What technologies in industry wake you up at night with their possibilities and why?**

Advances in artificial intelligence techniques (e.g. machine learning, deep neural networks), how it is shaping our world today, how we interact with it and solve problems in the world.

We are just starting to scratch the surface with this technology – its uses seem limitless. The current pace of progress in artificial intelligence is incredibly fast. We need to be able to harness the possibilities with this technology while understanding the risks. Industry is using these technologies in things like self-driving cars, Google search algorithms and Nest Learning thermostat. We need to understand the current capabilities and determine ways to use it to help solve our customer’s needs. As I mentioned, this technology is moving at breathtaking speed. We not only need to know what we can do with it today, but what we can do with it as the technology evolves. These are exciting times!

**What is the problem space with cloud-native solutions in a tactical environment that you want partners to assist us in solving for our customers?**

As I mentioned, the Army has several unique requirements in the tactical environment. One challenge is getting services and critical information to and from the edge. Services are often provided by headquarters; we need an efficient way to ensure warfighters at the edge can continue operate through periods of isolation. We need to develop an architecture that is optimized taking into consideration autonomy, bandwidth limitations and SWAP constraints.
General Dynamics Mission Systems is excited to announce a NEW supplier management and onboarding tool called Supplier 360. This online tool will provide an interface that makes doing business with General Dynamics Mission Systems simple and convenient. The system features will include:

- Electronic communication with suppliers
- An automated and streamlined supplier onboarding process
- Supplier self-service administration of information including representations and certifications
- Supplier capabilities identification and tracking
- Auto certification tracking
- Secure upload and download file capabilities

Stay tuned for upcoming information regarding the rollout of this new supplier portal, including training and access information.
Here, the future is born.

General Dynamics is currently hiring manufacturing and engineering positions at our Pittsfield, MA, location. Come join a company that offers challenging, exciting work that is essential to our national security.

Learn more and apply at: gdmissionsystems.com/PittsfieldMA
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General Dynamics is an Affirmative Action employer that is committed to hiring a diverse and talented workforce.